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Epiphany 6 February 13, 2022 
St. Paul’s/Resurrección, Mount Vernon, WA Rev. Paul Moore 
 

The Worlds we Live In 
 
That February is Black History Month is no accident.  In 1915, Harvard-trained African 
American historian Carter G. Woodson, and the Rev. Jesse Moorland, started the 
Association for the Study of Negro Life and History.  In 1926 the organization sponsored 
a weeklong event focusing on the accomplishments and contributions of African 
Americans to life in these United States. They chose the second week in February to 
coincide with the birthdays of President Abraham Lincoln, whose greatest moment was 
the signing of the Emancipation Proclamation, and Frederick Douglass. 
 
Douglas was born in slavery about 1817, a birth that was never officially recorded, so he 
chose his own birthday—Valentine's Day because his mother called him her "little 
valentine.”  By his own confession, he never had a day of formal education in his life.  
One of his master's wives taught him the alphabet, but the master put an end to it, since 
he thought literacy would encourage dreams of freedom.  'Very well, thought I,'" wrote 
Douglass. "'Knowledge unfits a child to be a slave.' I instinctively assented to the 
proposition, and from that moment I understood the direct pathway from slavery to 
freedom."  He taught himself to read and write. 
 
He escaped slavery in 1838, married free Black woman and settled in Delaware.  From 
there he began his career as social activist, abolitionist, preacher and prophet.  In his 
Claims of our Common Cause: Address of the Colored Convention held in Rochester, 
July 6-8, 1853, he argues for the recognition of the full rights of African Americans and 
the abolition of slavery because the Constitution of the U.S. requires it.  His exalted 
oratory, his compelling arguments, his expansive knowledge of the state of affairs, all 
reflect a man with a powerful intellect, a deep passion, and a gifted tongue.  He has been 
called the most influential African American of the 19th century.  I would like to think 
that his influence stemmed from his ability to tell the Black story so compellingly from 
inside the Black world. 
 
Douglass reminds me of themes in today's readings.  Jeremiah is preaching to a nation 
under threat of being overrun.  The king is sorely tempted to try to forge 11th hour 
alliances with powerful neighbors against their enemies, but with an almost Douglassian 
clarity, he argues that nobody can ever depend on their own strength.  God alone can 
prevail, and a people must put their trust in God.  As Douglass with the constitution of 
the United States, so Jeremiah with the God of Israel. 
 
A similar sort of argument is put forth by Paul.  If the dead are not raised, Christ has not 
been raised, death still reigns, and we are all dead in trespasses and sin.  With Douglass 
and citizenship for only some is meaningless; with Paul, without resurrection the 
Christian is meaningless. 
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In the Gospel lesson, Luke gives us his version of the Sermon on the Mount.  Delivered 
on flat ground and often called the Sermon on the Plain, Luke sets the whole set of 
teachings in second person instead of third.  Not, “blessed are the meek," but "blessed are 
YOU meek."  He balances them with corresponding woes.  Luke is the most socially 
conscious gospel, showing Jesus in meaningful ministry with marginalized people—
Gentiles, women, Samaritans, and lepers.  As with Douglass and social justice for all, so 
with Luke. 
 
Where does that leave us? 
 
There is a lot of talk these days about de-centering whiteness.  (I hope Douglass would be 
proud.)  His writings, now almost 150 years old, are still so very relevant.  It is obviously 
much easier said than done.  The world built and controlled by whites is all around us, 
pervading everything we do.  That should not surprise us.  Culture is much more than just 
art and language.  Culture builds a picture of the world, a framework for what is true, 
beautiful and good.  We carry it around deep in our subconscious, assuming that it 
represents "the way things are," and of course we must, because we have to believe that 
what we believe is true really is true.  This essential ethnocentrism is the force that 
protects the worldview of a people, and it does so by keeping it so buried in the collective 
subconscious that it is not questioned.  And so, antebellum preachers could preach that 
slavery was self-evidently ordained by God, that the Black race was created inferior to 
the White race.  It just seemed so self-evident to everyone—except Blacks and those who 
dared question.  To de-center whiteness, then, is to question the ethnocentric assumption, 
to tell the stories that question what we believe to be true, beautiful and good.  
Ethnocentrism likes to hide behind half-truths to keep its place, just like the ego. 
 
But Luke argues, “Blessed are you poor, the hungry, the sad, the persecuted, the 
marginalized and weak, for you will be vindicated, you will be heard.  You have been de-
centered, but you will find your feet.  Woe to you rich, satisfied, happy and powerful, for 
things will not always favor you.  You will be de-centered, and you will find your world 
expanded in ways you didn't choose.”  Luke tells the human story in a way that exposes 
our ethnocentric pride for what it is, and takes us to death on the Cross. 
 
For the de-centered, there is a death.  The effort may seem too overwhelming, inviting 
accommodation and resignation.  In the zeal to be heard, to take the easy way out and 
merely shift the center to one’s own.  The cross calls for a death to resignation, revenge, 
and retaliation.  For the centered, there is a different death:  Death to the fear of the loss 
of assumed power, privilege and wealth; death to the sleep-walking that allows one to 
never question; death to the fear of revenge and retaliation.  When we follow the path of 
Jesus, for every death there is resurrection.  Jesus calls it the Kingdom of God, that place 
where the journey toward God so is broad and multicolored that the only center to be 
found is self-giving love. 
 
What does that call us to do?  For the love of God, learn to assume that what you think 
may not be so.  My well-enculturated Midwestern mother taught me to clean my plate at 
dinner time.  I was to serve what I would eat and eat what I served myself.  Values of 
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individualism and self-determination were reinforced.  But with our Hispanic siblings, 
you may very well get a plate already served up.  To finish it all tells your host that you 
have not had enough.  Values of community sharing and generosity are being reinforced.  
The one who seems so different lives in another world that God also lives in, just like 
God lives in yours.  What may seem obvious is not always so obvious.  What may seem 
clear is not always clear.  Stop!  What you assumed may be misleading. 
 
For the love of your neighbor, get curious about their world.  When you enter a room full 
of Hispanics you go around the room and greet everyone.  Time is never so pressing as to 
cut this little act of dancing the community web short.  Anglos are OK with a glance 
around the room and a finger-wave.  Efficiency and individual determination are more 
important than recognizing each person.  Here are two equally valid and self-consistent 
worlds.  But if God lives in the other's world as well as in yours, what might you learn?  
How might your own life be expanded?  This is, after all, the life and experience of 
someone made in the image of God, just like you.  Get curious. 
 
Remain humble.  I was working with the Tsachi people many years ago building a house 
of jungle materials.  My generation of them was the first to learn Spanish widely, so 
though I heard the Tsafiqui language all the time, I am not fluent in it by any means.  I 
needed the axe, and I pieced together what I thought was right, only to elicit uproarious 
laughter.  I had asked, they explained, to eat the axe!  This kind of misuse of language I 
would expect out of my grandson who is just learning to speak.  Cultural exploration will 
make you feel like a child.  That's OK.  Humility is the ability to be all of who you are 
and none of what you are not.  Humility keeps the ego in check for the sake of love of 
neighbor.  Humility keeps one’s ethnocentric assumptions in check, for the sake of 
another’s world.  Remain humble. 
 
Stop, get curious and remain humble.  Is this not what Douglass asked of his White 
sisters and brothers?  Is this not what Jesus asks of all of us? 
 
 


